This week, our BAs have edited their documents from last week. There has been some major improvement, however there still need editing. We went through their prototype and check it out. It is good overall, but they still need to add datamasters into the prototype. This is a requirement for the project so we must put it into the prototype. The prototype are worked on between only couple of the members of the team and the documents deliverable is edited by the rest of the BA. The only thing I am worry about that is that the document deliverables and the prototype might not be coincide with each other. However, after meeting with them and looking through the documents and prototype it seems to be working out. There still much editing to be done before the project is complete. The BA assign task was to edit the prototype even more. They did the use cases but, they need to incorporate that into the prototype. They need to show more on how the user uses the app in which each steps run smoothly on the prototype. I am hoping on our next meeting, we will have a better prototype than this week.